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GO FAST | Built for
speed. Rapid ingest.
Split-second visualizations. Blazing fast
queries, regardless of
length or complexity.

Log Management for the DevOps Front Line
You deliver software differently today. Your applications are no longer
an IT cost center. Instead, they are your business. They drive your top
line. You move fast, take advantage of the cloud, deliver microservices,
and offer and consume APIs. You use containers, run AI and machine
learning, and may even consume sensor data. You release updates

KEEP IT SIMPLE |
Drop-dead-simple
queries, pivots, and
filters, query language
expertise or not.
Easy install for quick
time-to-value.
SHARE | Insights for
the whole team with no
performance penalty.
Plus, we charge by data,
not people. So share
away!

several times a day, and have zero tolerance for errors, failures,
or downtime. All eyes are on you, DevOps, and the stakes have never
been higher.

Built for engineers by engineers, Scalyr is the blazing-fast log management platform for the DevOps front line. Unlike traditional log management tools built for IT cost centers, only Scalyr is architected for revenue-generating software. With Scalyr, DevOps engineers can go fast,
keep things simple, and share with their teams.

rapid ingest and query |
no expensive keyword index 

massively parallel cluster | 160 servers
1,280 cores | 1.5 TB/s query speed
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We save hours per
day using Scalyr.
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FEATURE

DETAILS

Broad log and
data support

Built for all of your data types and sources. No data silos and everybody’s
on the same page. Special integrations for Linux, Windows, Docker, ECS,
Kubernetes, AWS, MySQL, PostgreSQL, Apache, nginx, .NET, Heroku,
AppHarbor, Graphite, syslog, fluentd, and more.

Rapid data
ingest

Architected for rapid ingest of log data, with no expensive keyword index.
Your data are visible in seconds. This means real-time views and rapid,
accurate alerts.

Robust alerting

Robust, precise alerting on logs and metrics backed by full query
capability. Alerts delivered to you real time via Slack, PagerDuty, email,
and other services through webhooks. See problems before they get big.

Blazing-fast
queries

Made for high-performance, ad-hoc queries, with search speeds
exceeding 1.5 TB/second. 96 percent of queries complete in less than
one second. Purpose-built database with no dependence on an
expensive keyword index, plus massively-parallel cloud cluster, make
your searches fast and flexible. Helps your team be proactive, investigate
minor problems before they grow, troubleshoot issues quickly, and get
to the answer in record time.

Split-second
visualizations

Ability to display your application behavior data as a graph, facet
breakdown, or histogram in sub-second pivots.

Point-and-click
filtering

Filter by highlighting a facet or text. Explore multiple visualizations, drill
down, and pivot to related data, with or without query language expertise.

Live tail

Continuously-updated view of new log messages matching your
selected or filtered criteria. See events as they unfold in real time.

Teams
management

Management and segregation of your teams’ access and permissions,
data, graphs, and dashboards. Sharing access doesn’t mean
compromising on security or policy.

Shareability

Easy to share with colleagues. No query language training, no cost
for extra users, and adding users doesn’t impact performance. Save
searches, share dashboards, create permalinks, or just grant access and
let ‘em go!

SSO integration

SSO integration to authenticate your users for security and compliance.

Native
integrations

Native integrations with your core stack, including cloud services and
alerting tools. Make core investments more valuable.

Security

TLS encryption for all communication, internal and external. No root
access required. Redact sensitive information before it leaves your
servers. Safe tool choices to prevent buffer overflows, SQL injection,
and cross-site scripting. Thoughtful choices to protect data. SOC-2 Type I
(Type II in process), PCI-DSS, and GDPR compliant.

Reliability

Full redundancy across our data centers. Separate staging instance to
monitor all of Scalyr. Backup monitoring with third-party tools to avoid
recursive monitoring errors.

Bi-directional
API

Bi-directional API to share data to and from your other tools. Also, a Java
API and command line access to the API.

Human support

Human support with proactive reach-outs, and useful tips, tricks, and
tools. Your success is our success.

Parser support

Easy-to-create log parsers. Or send a sample log to the support pros at
Scalyr and we’ll get it done as part of our standard service.

Dashboard
support

Easy-to-configure dashboards. Or send your dashboard wish list to our
support pros at Scalyr and we’ll get it done as part of our standard service.
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